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Licence No. 0124
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Sussex Taps Pty Ltd
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Calibre Basin Mixer 
Product code: CBM
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      LIC. 20081

Calibre
Calibre Basin Mixer 

Product code: Available options:
CBM Basin Mixer
CEBM Ex tended Basin Mixer
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PLUMB ER NOTE

- On-site testing using higher water pressures must be 
conducted with the Mixer in the closed position.  
(STATIC TEST)

- Under no circumstances is the Mixer to be opened
when exceeding the maximum stated water pressure.

- At the completion of testing, do not relieve any high 
water pressure by operating the Mixer.

- Exposing the internals of the Mixer Car tridge to higher 
than specif ied water pressures will void the 
manufacturers warranty.

INSTALL ATION GUIDELINES

- The Mixer is supplied assembled, only the Fixing nut 
and the Clamp need to be removed.

- After removing the mentioned par ts, lower the Mixer 
on to the mounting surface and f it the Flexible Hoses.

- In some cases the Flexible Hoses may need to be fed 
through from under the mounting surface and then
attached. (Tighten using appropriate spanner)

- After securing the Flexible Hoses, f it Clamp and attach 
the Fixing Nut from underneath.

- Before fully securing the Mixer ensure that the Base O 
Ring is intact and the Mixer is properly centered over 
the mounting surface hole. 

- The Mixer mounting surface must be completely sealed 
and water-tight.

- The 1/2” Fittings of the Flexible Hoses have a conical 
seal, ensure that the matching threads are cut square
and burr free.

- Prior to connecting the Flexible Hoses, ensure all 
pipework is thoroughly flushed and ensure pipework is
free of any dir t   or debri.

- Isolating Stop Valves are recommended with all 
installations. (not supplied)

- Connect the Flexible Hoses to Hot and Cold pipework  
f ittings, ensure the Hoses do not kink or become 
twisted  when tightening.

- Check all f ittings and connections are secure and 
water-tight.
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CLAMP

Hole Size
32-35mm
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1/2" BSP Fittings
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CONCEPT One

Apply sealant

MIXER
BODY

DRESS RING

All port holes
are 1/2" BSP

threads

Hole Size
45 - 46mm

 50mm Maximum
Bench Thickness

Outlet
 Port

Outlet
 PortUnder Bench

Fixing Screw
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Cold Feed

 

(Marked Blue)

PLUG
PRESSURE

  SET 
SCREW

HANDLE BODY

HANDLE PIN

OPERATOR     SIDE

Product code

Voda

VHM Hob mixer

Hob mixer

Dress finishing

Installation guidelines

Rough in plumbing

 - This Mixer is to fitted by a licensed Plumber. Installations not performed by a licensed Plumber, will void warranty.
 - Clearance hole in mounting surface to be between 45-46mm
 - Use the Pressure Plug provided and seal one of the Outlet Ports.
 - The Hot/Cold Inlet Ports can be Identified by the red and blue markings.
 - Attach Hot/Cold water feed to the appropriate side of the Mixer.
 - Brass 1/2” Elbows may be attached to the ports, (Elbows are not supplied).
 - Provide provisions for the Outlet or Spout and connect line to the Mixer.
 - Once all Water connections are made, fix the Mixer to underside of Hob using the screws provided.
 - Open flow of Hot/Cold water supply and check the water flow and function of the Mixer
 - Check all fittings and connections are water-tight.

 - Apply Silicone and seal the Wall around Fit the Dress Ring onto the Mixer Body until it reaches the finished surface.
 - Fit the Handle Body onto the Mixer Cartridge lever. Ensure the Handle Body is full engaged.
 - Tighten the Set screw of the Handle Body using the 2.5mm Allen Key provided. (Tighten well)
 - Fit the Handle Pin onto the remaining portion of the Set Screw thats protuding from the Handle Body.
 - To help prevent the Pin from becoming loose, silicone or a mild adhesive may be applied to the thread of the Pin.

 - On-site high pressure line testing must be conducted with the Mixer in the closed position. (STATIC TEST ONLY)
 - Under no circumstances is the Mixer to be opened when exceeding the maximum stated water pressure.
 - At the completion of the testing, do not relieve any high pressure by opening the Mixer.
 - Exposing the internals of the Mixer Cartridge to higher than specified water pressures, will void the

manufacturer’s warranty.

sussextaps.com.au

Tapware is to be installed by a Licensed Plumber in accordance with AS/NZS 3500:2003
Recommended working water pressure 300-500 kpa. Maximum water temperature is 65 deg.c
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